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We define a general notion of (syntactic) unification, the (77, ~-unification, whose spe- 
cial cases are matching, unification, semi-unification, and weak-unification. We settle all 
the implications between the various cases of (77, ~)-unification leading to a classifica- 
tion and a decidability result. We show that some distinctions holding for finite terms 
collapse for infinite terms. We give some positive results on the existence of most general 
weak-unifiers. 
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1. In t roduct ion .  
Matching, unification, and other basic tools of functional and logic programming,  have 
been analyzed by several authors, see among others Jouannaud & Kirchner (1991), Kirch- 
ner (1990), Knight (1983), Lassez et al. (1988). Moreover two generalizations of unifica- 
tion haw~ been defined: semi-unification (in order to cover problems arising from rewrit- 
ing, type, theory in functional programming and proof theory; see Kapur et al. (1988), 
Kfoury et al. (1990), Leiss (1989), Pudl~k (1988)), and weak-unification (in order to find 
the supremum of two terms under the instantiation ordering, and to properly formulate 
the unification actually performed in the Knuth-Bendix algorithm and in resolution based 
proof procedures; see Eder (1985), Baader (1990), Baader (1991)). Weak unification is 
also implicitly considered in Jouannaud & Kirchner (1991). 
The fact that  a pair of terms (s, t) is unifiable can be expressed by an existential 
quantif ication over substitutions: 30 : Os = Ot (where 0_ is a formal variable to be in- 
terpreted as a substitution). Similarly if we want to say that (s, t) is semi-unifiable,. 
we need to quantify over pairs of substitutions: 3p_¢_. : p_o's = ~ (where p~_s stands for 
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p_(~_(s))). One often considers unification ot just for two terms, but for many terms 
simultaneously, as in 30_ : 0_sl = 0_tl A ...  A 0_s,, = 0__tn. However unification for finitely 
many terms can be reduced to unification for just two terms by introducing a new func- 
tion symbol f and observing that 30- : 0_sl = 0-tl A ...  A 0-sn = 0-t~ is equivalent to 
30_ : Of(s1,. . . ,  sn) = 0_f(tl,..., t~). Analogous .remarks apply to matching and weak- 
unification, whilst such a reduction to a single pair of terms is not possible for semi- 
unification. This follows from the fact that given four terms sl,t l ,s2,t2, there is no 
algorithm to decide whether 3p_~ : p~_Sl = ~tl A p_~_s2 = ~t2,  whilst on the other hand it 
is decidable whether 3p~_: p~_s = ff_~holds (see Kfoury et al. (1990), Leiss (1989), Pudlgk 
(1988)). Thus we see that existential quantification over substitutions, combined with 
boolean connectives (conjunction), leads very easily to an undeeidable theory. 
We study generalizations of unification, for a single pair of terms, obtained by allowing 
more general kinds of existential quantifications over substitutions, o for instance we 
say that (s, t) is (~r~,  ff_r_r)-unifiable if the formula 3~r : cr~s  = ~_..__~ holds (where 
the existentially quantified variables £ and ~- are interpreted as substitutions). In gen- 
eral we allow arbitrary strings ff and ~ of existentially quantified substitution variables, 
possibly with repetitions, and we say that (s,t) is (zT,_F)-unifiable iff 377F : 77s = f t  
holds (Definition 3.1). By a quantifier elimination procedure we prove that it is decidable 
whether (s, t) is (if, ~)-unifiable. In fact, quite surprisingly, (zT,_~)-unifiability is always 
equivalent to one of the problems already considered in the literature, namely to either 
matching, or unification, or semi-unification or weak -unification (Theorem 3.12). One 
of the starting points of our analysis was the consideration of an apparently new notion, 
quasi-unification, defined by inverting the order of the substitutions in the definition of 
semi-unification: so (s, t) is quasi-unifiable iff 3~_p : ~_ps = ff_t. Such a notion was needed 
in the context of term rewriting systems. We then realized that (s, t) is quasi-unifiable 
iff it is weakly-unifiable. 
In Section 4 we generalize our results to the case of infinite terms (Theorem 4.10). The 
results we obtain apply also to rational terms as considered in Intrigila & Venturini Zilli 
(1992) and (1993). 
In Section 5 we give some positive results on the existence of most general weak-unifiers, 
both in the context of finite terms and in the context of infinite terms (Theorem 5.6 and 
Theorem 5.7). To obtain such results we need to allow substitutions with a possibly 
infinite domain, i.e. homomorphisms from the algebra of terms into itself. (Despite the 
infinity of the domain our homomorphisms are still reasonably effective: in fact, outside of 
a finite domain, they just shift the variables.) Whilst the results of Sections 3 and 4 hold 
both for substitutions and homomorphisms, those of Section 5 hold for homomorphisms 
only. 
In this paper we consider unification problems on term algebras and not on more 
general SIG-algebras (as in Jouannaud & Kirchner (1991)). In particular we do not 
address the problem of E-unification (see Siekmann (1989)). This paper is a revised 
version of Berarducci & Venturini Zilli (1992). 
2. Notat ions  and pre l iminary  not ions.  
V = {x~[n E N} is a countable set of individual variables. SIG is a set of function 
symbols (denoted by f, g, h,.. .) with their respective arity. We consider constant symbols 
as function symbols of arity zero. Tar = Ter(SIG, V) is the free algebra of all terms in the 
signature S IG with variables from V. We denote by Var(s) the set of variables occurring 
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in the term s, and by Var(s, t) the union Var(s) U Var(t). Since V is a set of generators 
for Ter, any map ~r: V ~ Ter can be extended to a unique homomorphism a:Ter --* TeL 
We will often identify o': V ---+ Ter with its extension or: Ter ---+ Ter. So an homomorphism 
is just an arbitrary map o': V ---* Ter. A substitution is a map or: V ---* Ter with finite 
domain, where the domain dom(cr) of e is defined as the set {x E V : o'x ¢ x}. Thus 
a substitution is a homomorphism with a finite domain. We denote by id  the identity 
substitution. An injective map a: V ---* V is called a renaming. The composition of 
substitutions is indicated by the juxtaposition of the substitutions, so we write 5c~t for 
5(c~(t)), and 5c~ for the composition 5 o c~. A substitution cr is said to be more general 
than v, written ~r < r, iff there exists a substitution ~ such that ~a = r. Note that i is 
a preorder. The set of terms can be preordered by the instantiation ordering as follows. 
We say that a term s is more general than a term t, s < t, iff there exists a substitution 
5 such that 5s = t. Since < is not antisymmetric, suprema re not unique. Let SUP(s ,  t) 
be the set of all suprema of s and t. Thus r E SUP(s , t )  iff r >_ s,t  and for all r ~ >_ s,t  
we have r ~ >_ r. Note that since a term has finitely many variables, the definition of 
SUP(s ,  i!) does not change if we allow homomorphisms instead of substitutions. 
In Section 4 we consider unification problems on infinite and rational terms. Let Ter °° 
be the set of all infinite terms with finitely many variables and let Ter Q be the set of 
all rational terms (see Courcelle (1983)). We recall that an infinite term is a (possibly 
infinite) ordered tree whose leaves are labeled by variables or constant symbols, and 
whose inner nodes are labeled by function symbols. The only proviso is that a node 
labeled with a function symbol of arity n has exactly n branches. A rational term is an 
infinite term containing only finitely many subterm (but it may contain infinitely many 
occurrences of the same subterm). Note that Ter C Ter Q C_ Ter °°. All the previous 
definitions can be extended in a natural way to the case of infinite and rational terms. 
Any map a: V --~ Ter °° can be extended to a unique homomorphism ~r: Ter °° --. Ter °° . 
A subst~itution on Ter °° is a map ~r: V - -  Ter °° such that dom(c 0 = {x E Vi~rx ~ x} 
is finite. An homomorphism on Ter °° is a map c~: V - -  Ter °° with a not necessarily 
finite domain. The instantiation ordering 5 defined on Ter can be extended to Ter °° by 
allowing substitutions on Ter °°. Thus s <_ t iff there exists a substitution 5 on Ter °° , with 
es = t. Note that two finite terms without supremum in Ter may have a supremum in 
Ter °° ' 
3. Genera l i zed  un i f i ca t ion  on f in i te  te rms.  
Natural generalizations of matching, unification, semi-unification and weak-unification 
can be obtained by considering several substitutions as in Definition 3.1 below. We prove 
a decidability and a classification result which shows that all such generalizations can be 
reduced to the already known ones. In the next definition we use ~-l,Tr~,...,_vl,_r2,..., 
as formal variables (not to be confused with the variables in V) to be interpreted as 
substitutions. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let K = ELK2...Trm and f = 7_1r~..._v, be strings of substitution 
variables possibly with repetitious (m, n >_ 0). Given two terms s and t we say that (s, t) 
is (~, ~)-unif iable iff 
~7r 1 , . . . ,71"  m,T  1~. . . ,T  n : 7rl~_. 2 . . . ? rmS ---- _TIT 2 . . .Tnt ,  
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briefly 3~ : ~s = _~t, where the existentially quantified substitution variables are inter- 
preted as substitutions on Ter. 
So according to this terminology, 
1 (s, t) is unifiable iff it is (0-, 0-)-unifiable, 
2 (s, t) is semi-unifiable iff it is (P_E, ~_)-unifiable, 
3 (s, t) is weakly-unifiable iff it is (0, 0-1)-unifiable, 
4 (s,t) is matching iff it is (0-, <>)-uni f iable,  
5 s = t i f f  (s,t) is  (<>,  <>)-uni f iable,  
where <> is the empty string and £, a, 0-, 0-~ are distinct substitution variables. Since we 
allow repetitions of substitution variables we can speak, say, of (~ff ,  ~-q_gc)-unification: so
(s, t) is (~a ,  0a)-unif iable if there are two substitutions ~and a such that O~o's = Oat. 
Note that the names chosen for the substitution variables are irrelevant, so (p a, a)-uni f i -  
cation is the same as (r~, 0-)-unification. 
DEFINITION 3.2. We define a preorder "=~" and its induced equivalence "¢~" as follows: 
1 (~, _~) ~ (77', _~') iff for every pair of terms (s, t) we have that if(s, t) is (_~, ~)-unif iable 
(~r , r )-unffiable. then (s , t ) i s  ' _~ " 
2 (77, _~) ¢:~ (_~', _~') iff (~, _~) ~ (~1, _~,) and (~', ~)  ::V (~, _~). 
Hence the chain of implications "unifiable ---+ semi-unifiable ---+ weakly-unifiable", can 
be expressed as "(0-,0) ~ (pc, e_) ~ (0-,0-~)". We will show (Theorem 3.12) that each 
(~, ~)-unif icat ion problem is equivalent, under the equivalence ¢*, to exactly one of the 
following seven cases: unification, left and right matching, left and right semi-unification, 
weak-unification, and identity. In results 3.3 - 3.9 of this section ~ and _~ are assumed to 
be arbitrary strings of substitution variables possibly with repetitions. The next lemma 
states that weak-unification is maximal under ~.  
LEMMA 3.3. Let 0-,01 be distinct substitution variables. Then (~, f)  ~ (0-, ~Z). 
PROOF. Suppose 77s = Yr. Take as 0 the composition of the substitutions of 77, and take 
as 0 ~ the composition of the substitutions of "T. Then Os = 0% [] 
LEMMA 3.4. Let ~ be a substitution variable. Then (~, f )  ~ (~5, ~5). 
PROOF. Ifb- does not occur in ~ and __¢, the assertion to be proved is obvious, since we can 
interpret 5_ as id. So suppose that 5_ occurs in ~ or in _~ and let ( s, t) be (77, ~)-unif iable. 
Let (~: Vat(s, t) ~ V\Var(s,  t) be a renaming which maps all variables of s and t into new 
variables not occurring in s or t. Let s I = o~s, t I = at. Note that (s I, t ~) differs from (s, t) 
only for a renaming of variables. Thus (d, t') is still (~, ~)-unif iable. Since Var(s I, t/) C_ 
V \ Var(s, t), (s', t') remains (~, ~)-unif iable ven if we work with the set of variables 
V \ Vat(s, t) (which is still a countable set of variables). Hence there are substitutions 77 
and g ,  undefined on Var(s,t), such that ~s / = ~t I. Among the substitutions of 77 and 3, 
let 5 be the one which interprets every occurrence of the substitution-variable 5_ in ~, ~. 
We can now extend ~ and g on the whole of V, by defining 5x = ax for x E Var(s, t) and 
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by extending the remaining substitutions in an arbitrary way on Vat(s, t). Taking into 
account hat s ~ - as , t  ~ = at, we obtain ~6s = ~o~s = ~s ~ = ~t ~ = ?at = ¢ht, as desired. 
[] 
An immediate consequence of the above two lemmas is that (0, 0_1) ¢v (0~, 0~£), as for 
instance (0_, 0_/) ¢:~ (005, 0~06). 
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose that (s,t) is weakly-unifiable. Then there exists a weak-unifier 
(0, 0') of (is t) such that: 
1 O0 =: O, 0'0 ~ = O' (idempotence), 
2 O0 ~ := 0 ~, 0'0 = 0 (absorption). 
(Warning: a most general weak unifier in general does not have the above two proper- 
ties.) 
PROOF. Take z ~ Var(s,t) and assume, without loss of generality, that a, a ~ are given 
such that as = r = a't  and Vat(r) C {z}. Define 0, 0' as follows: 
(a) 0x := ax for x fi Var(s) (this implies Var(0s) C_ {z}); 
(b) 0x := z for x e Vat(t) \ Var(s); 
(c) ez = x for x g Vat(s, t). 
0 ~ is defined analogously by interchanging the role of s and t. It is now easy to verify 
that O, 0 ~ satisfy the required properties. [] 
LEMMA 3.6. Let 0_, OZ be distinct substitution variables. Then (0_, 0 ~) t:~ (~0, ~0'). 
PROOF. By Lemma 3.3 (O, 0Z) ¢: (~0,~0~). To prove (0,0Z) ::v (~0,~0 ~) let (s,t) be 
(0_, 0~)-unifiable. By Lemma 3.5 there is a weak-unifier (0, 0 ~) of (s, t) which is idempotent, 
i.e. 00 = 0, 0~0 ~ = 0 ~, and satisfies the absortion laws 0~0 = 0, 00 ~ = 0 ~. We can now 
interpret 770, ~0 ~ as follows: all the occurrences of 0_ and 0_ ~ as 0 and 0 t respectively; all the 
remaining substitution variables as the identity substitution. We get ~0s = 00. . .  0s = 
Os = OIt = Ol01. . .OIt = ~OIt. [] 
LEMMA 3.7. I f  (~, ~) is such that neither ~ nor 5. is an initial (from the right-hand side) 
segment of the other, then ¢* (e, o'). 
PROOF. (~, ~) must have the form (~0~, ~0~) where 0_ and 0_1 are distinct substitution 
variables and ~, ~, ~ are arbitrary strings of substitution variables. To prove (~0~, ~0~) ¢=~ 
(0_, 0Z) we reason as follows: 
(a) (0, 0 ~) =:v (if0, ~0 ~) by Lemma 3.6; 
(b) (~_, ~0 ~) =v (ff0~, ~0~) by a repeated use of Lemma 3.4; 
(c) (~_~, ~0~) ~ (0_, 0 ~) by Lemma 3.3. [] 
LEMMA 3.8. I f  ~ is non-emtpy, then (a_,E) ¢V (~,~). 
PROOF. Clearly (~, ~) ==~ (a-, a-). Conversely let (s, t) be (K, a_)-unifiable. Then it is well 
known that there is a substitution a such that as = at and aa  = a. Now we can interpret 
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all the substitution variables of ~ as the substitution or, getting ~s = ~s = o't = ~-t, as 
desired• [] 
LEMMA 3.9. If f is non-empty and p__,K are distinct substitution variables, then: 
1 (PS, z) ¢* z); 
2 (z, ¢* (z  _ , 
PROOF. It is enough to prove 1. (p_f, E) ¢== (~o', E) is clear. To prove (PE, K) =¢" (~_g.~, E) 
suppose that pgs = at. We can assume that Var(~s, o't)NVar(s, t) = @ (otherwise replace 
or, p with or' = ao', p' = apa -1 where a: V ~ V is a suitable permutat ion of variables). To 
prove that (s, t) is (?q_~, E)-uni f iable we must find substitutions o'1 and r0, "i1, "i2, . . . ,  "i,, 
interpreting K, f ,  respectively, such that ¢CrlS = crlt. Let Y = Vat(as, o-t). We know that 
Y is disjoint from Vat(s, t). Let a: V ---+ V be a permutat ion of variables uch that the sets 
Vat(s, t), ]I, aY, a2Y, .• . ,  a'~Y are all disjoint. Since some of the substitution variables in 
_.? and K might coincide, we are not free to define the substitutions ~rl, r0, "i1, r2,. •., ~'n in- 
dependently of one another: for instance if the substitution variable r./coincides with the 
substitution variable _.rj, then the substitution "ii must be chosen equal to the substitution 
"ij. However, since Var(s, t), Y, aY, a2Y, . . . ,  any  are disjoint, we can define: 
~1 -- ~r on Vat(s, t), 
"l n =a on  Y ,  
" in -À  - -  Ot on o~Y,  
"i2 = c~ on an-2y ,  
rl = o~ on an- Iv ,  
7"0 = P ot-n on anY.  
We extend al ,  7"0, rl, r2, . . . ,  "in on the remaining variables in an arbitrary consistent 
way. We have: ~crls = r0rlv2 . . . rncqs  = pa-notncr l  s = p( r l s  = po 's  = o ' t  = o ' l t  , hence 
_?o'is = crlt, as desired. [] 
LEMMA 3•10• I f  ~_ and ~ are non-empty and P_,K are distinct substitution variables, then: 
1 f) z); 
2 (f, ¢, (z, ez). 
PROOF. By symmetry,  it is enough to prove 1. (~ ,  f )  =¢. (p~_, o') is clear by taking the 
composit ion of the two strings of substitutions• We prove t-he converse as follows. Let 
- "  T I ,• .•  ,T__ n .  
(a) (p_K, ¢_.) ¢¢' (P_'LI,Z1) where p' ~& Z1 is arbitrary (we have only changed the names 
of the substitution variables); 
(b) (p_t7-1,7-1) :ez (gr l ,_r l )  by Lemma 3.9; 
(c) (~r l ,  7-1) ~ (~_.~, f )  by using n - 1 times Lemma 3•4• 
[] 
LEMMA 3.11. I f  ~_ is non-empty and <> denotes the empty string of substitution vari- 
ables, then: 
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I <>) <>); 
(<>, ¢, (<>, 
PROOF. ~Ne prove 1. It is clear that (~_, <>)  ¢= (~, <>).  For the "=~" part we reason as 
in Lemma 3.9, namely we let the leftmost r~ in the string _? perform a matching, while 
the remaining _r i are renamings on disjoint domains. [] 
THEOREM 3.12. Let ~ and ~ be strings of substitution variables. (~,~)-unification is 
equivalenl, under the equivalence ¢~, to either unification, or weak-unification, or match- 
ing (with left and right variants (0_, <>)  and (<>,  0_)), or semi-unification (with left and 
right variants (p__a-, a) and (~, p_a_)). 
PROOF. ]If ~ or £ is empty we are in a case of matching or identity. So suppose they 
are both non-empty. By the above lemmas, if one of ~, f is an initial segment of the 
other, then we are in a case of semi-unification, otherwise we are in a case of weak- 
unification. Assuming a rich enough signature, the fact that the seven cases are pairwise 
not equiwalent can be proved by exhibiting all the relevant counterexamples (see Theorem 
4.10). [] 
4. Genera l i zed  uni f icat ions on inf in ite te rms.  
In this section we generalize our results to the case in which we allow infinite terms 
and substitutions on Ter °° . Although we focus on Ter ~ , the algebra of all infinite terms 
with finitely many variables, all our results hold also for the rational terms Ter Q without 
any essential change in the proofs. 
Given two terms s and t and two strings of substitution variables ~,_? we want to 
extend Definition 3.1 to the case of infinite terms and substitutions on Ter ~.  
DEFINITION 4.1. A pair (s, t) of infinite terms is ~-  (~, ~_)-unifiable iff 
37r l , . . . , ,  r__m, 7"z,..., V__n : 7rlr2...TrmS _-- Sz_v2 . . . sa t ,  
briefly 3~, ? : ~s = ft,  where ~, ~ are strings of substitution variables (possibly with 
repetitions) to be interpreted as substitutions on Ter ~.  
I:{.EMARK 4.2. The definitions of (~,_?)-unification and c¢ - (~, f)-unif ication, can be 
applied to any pair of finite or infinite terms, in fact: 
A finite term is a particular case of an infinite term, so it is clear that Definition 
4.1 can be applied to a pair (s, t) of finite terms. 
Although (~, f) -unif icat ion deals with substitutions a: V --* Ter, nothing forbids 
us to apply such a substitution to an infinite term (by extending a to an homo- 
morphism a: Ter m --~ Term). Thus the notion of (~, Z)-unification can be applied 
even to a pair (s, t) of infinite terms. 
So for instance a pair (s, t) of (possibly) infnite terms is unifiable iff there is a substi- 
tution a: V --* Ter such that as = at, and it is c~-unifiable iff there is a substitution 
a: V ~ Ter ~ such that ~s = ~t. 
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Some part icular cases of co - (~,_~)-unifiabil ity have already been considered in the 
l iterature: for instance (s,t) is said to be oo-unifiable, iff (s ,t)  is oo - (0_, 0_)-unifiable. 
Analogously c¢-rnatching, ~-semi-unif icat ion, and oo-weak-unification correspond to 
oo  - (8_, <>) -un i f i ca t ion ,  oo - (P_E, cr)-unif ication, and oo - (0_, 0_')-unification, respec- 
tively. 
DEFINITION 4.3. 1 We write oo - (zT, f ) -un i f iab le  ~ oo - (~', _r-')-umfiable," to ex- 
press that  every pair (s, t) of infinite terms which is co - (~,_~)-unif iable is also 
oo  - (~1, _~,)_unifiable. 
2 We write oo - (77, _~) ¢* oo - (~r, _r ) if and only if oo - (~ ,  _~') ~ oo - (if, _~) and 
oo - o o  - ¢) .  
Our next goal is to find the equivalence classes of oo - (~, ~)-uni f icat ion modulo ¢*. 
To begin with we will prove co - (p__, <>) -un i f i ca t ion  ~ oo - (8_,~)-unification, i.e. 
co -match ing  ~ oo-unif iable.  This should follow from well-known results on solvabil ity 
of equations over rational and infinite trees (see eg. Colmerauer (1982) and Courcelle 
(1983)). To keep the paper selfcontained we give below a direct proof. It is well known 
that  in Ter ~ there is a natural  notion of limit. 
DEFINITION 4.4. t = lima t ,  iff for every integer k >_ 0 there is no > 0 such that  for 
every n > no, the two trees corresponding to the terms t and tn coincide up to the first 
k levels. 
The idea of the proof of co -match ing  ~ oo-uni f iable is the following: if p is such that 
ps = t, we could try to defne a unifying substitution 8: V ~ Ter °° by 6x = lim,~ p'%. 
This a lmost works except that the l imit might not exist in some cases (for example when 
px = y and py = x, x and y being distinct variables). We show that such cases can 
always be avoided. We need the following definition. 
DEFINITION 4.5. A substitut ion p is stable iff for every variable y, either there exists n 
such that  pny ~ V, or there exists m such that pray = flm+ly. 
It  is easy to verify that  if s E Ter M and p is stable, then l in~ pns does exist in Ter c°. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let p be a substitution. Then there exists a substitution or: V --~ V such that 
c~pcr = crp and ~rp is stable. 
PROOF. Let V* C V be the set of all those variables x such that  for each n, pax E 
V. Define an equivalence relation ~p on V* by: x ~p y iff there exist m, n such that  
pmx = pny. Consider a substitution cr: V --~ V which picks a representative for each 
~p -equivalence class and is the identity on V \ V*, i.e. 
1 i f z ,  yEV* , thenx .~py i f f~x=Gy;  
2 if x E V*, then x ~p ~x; 
3 i fx~V* , then~x=x.  
We will show that  for each variable x E V, ~rpax = crpz. This is clear if x ~ V* (as 
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o.x = x). For x E V* we have x ~p o.x by 2., which entails pz ~p po.x (since for each m 
and n, u l~p v implies pmu ,,~p nv), from which we derive o.po.ze = o.px using 1. 
It  remains to show that  o.p is stable. Since o.pa = o.p, we have (o.p) n = o.p n . Let y E V 
and suppose that  for each n, o.pny E V. It follows that  for each n, p'~y E V, hence y E V*. 
But then y ,~p pny, hence o.y -- o.p'~y by 1. It follows that (o'p)ny = o.pny _ o.y E V. 
Thus (o.p)ny does not depend on n, therefore o.p is stable. [] 
LEMMA 4.7. Let p be a substitution. Then there exists a substitution 6 such that 6p = 5. 
PROOF. Let o. be such that o.po. = o.p and o.p is stable. Then for each x E V, limn(o.p)'~x 
exists, so we can define an infinite substitution 6 by 6x - limn(o.p)~x. Since o.po. = o.p, 
we have (o.p)" = o.p'~, hence 6p = (lirr~ o.p'~)p = lin~(o'p'~p) = 6. [] 
PROPOSITION 4.8. co-matching ~ oo -unifiable. 
PROOF. Let s, t E Ter °° and assume that  (s,t)  is oo -matching, say ps = t. By Lemma4.7  
there exists 6 with 6p -- 6. We can now conclude that (s, t) is co -unifiable via 6, in fact 
6s = 6ps = 6t. [] 
COROLLARY 4.9. co-semi-unifiable ¢:> oo-unifiable. 
PROOF. Suppose that (s, t) is co-semi-unif iable,  say po.s = at. Then (as, o.t) is oo - 
matching. But then (as, at) is co-unif iable,  so there exists 6 such that  6o.s = 6o.t, 
showing that (s, t) is co -unifiable via 6o.. The other direction is obvious. [] 
THEOREM 4.10. 1 oo--(~,£)--unification is equivalent, uuderz;,, to eitherco-matching 
(with left and right variants) or co-unification, or w-weak-unification. 
2 We. have: 
unifiable 
matching ~ semi-unifiable ~ weakly-unifiable 
co -matching ~ co-semi-unifiable ~ co -weakly-unifiable 
oo -unifiable 
where all the ==> are strict. 
3 If we restrict o pairs (s, t) of finite terms, all the displayed ~ remain strict except 
that matching and oo-matching collapse (i.e. a pair of finite terms is matching iff 
it is co-matching). 
PROOF. The proof of Theorem 3.12 extends without essential changes to the case of 
infinite terms and substitutions on Ter °° . It follows that oo - (~, r ' ) -uni f icat ion is equiv- 
alent, under ¢*, to either co -match ing ,  or co-unif icat ion,  or co-semi-unif icat ion,  or 
oo-weak-unif ieat ion. By Corollary 4.9 we can drop co-semi-unif icat ion from this list 
since it coincides with co-unif icat ion,  and the proof of 1. is complete. 
Clearly all the y-re lat ionships in the statement of the theorem are valid. To prove 
that they are strict it is enough to consider the following counterexamples: 
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1 Let s - h(x, h(y, z)) and t = h(h(x, y), z). Then (s, t) is co-unifiable and weakly- 
unifiable but not semi-unifiable. 
2 Let s -- h(x,g(y)) and t = h( f (z ) ,x) .  Then (s,t) is weakly-unifiable but not 
co-unifiable. 
3 Let s -- h(x,g( f (g(x)) ) ,g(x))  and t -- h ( f (x ) ,x ,x ) .  Then (s,t) is oc-weakly- 
unifiable, but neither weakly-unifiable nor co-semi-unifiable. 
4 Let s = x and t = f (x) .  Then (s, t) is matching and semi-unifiable, not unifiable. 
5 Let s = f (x ,  x) and t = f (h(u,  v), h(g(u), g(v))). Then (s, t) is not weakly-unifiable, 
but it is co-unifiable. 
6 Let s -- f (h(y) ,x ) )  and t = f (x ,  h(h(y))). Then (s,t) is semi-unifiable, but not 
matching. 
[] 
5. Most general weak-unifiers. 
In the previous ections we have considered the problem of the existence of (~, _~)-unifi- 
ers (and co - (~, ~)-unifiers), but we did not address the problem of defining the no- 
tion of most general (~, ~)-unifier. In this section we consider the problem of a most 
general solution for the weak-unification and co-weak-unification. Even in the case of 
weak-unification (for finite terms), there seems to be no general agreement on what a 
most general weak-unifier should be. Eder (1985) defines a notion of "more general" be- 
tween pairs of substitutions, and shows that a mgwu (most general weak unifier) of two 
weakly-unifiable t rms does not always exist. Baader (1991) avoids the non-existence of
a mgwu by using the "restricted instantiation ordering" (that compares ubstitutions 
on the variables of the problem only) and by assuming a natural definition of '~more 
general" between pairs of substitutions (different from the one in Eder (1985)). Baader 
(1990) observes that the non-existence of the mgwu can also be avoided by using the 
unrestricted instantiation ordering (the one we assume in this paper), and allowing for 
substitutions with a possibly infinite domain (i.e. homomorphisms). However, for the 
sake of effectiveness he prefers to base on substitutions (i.e. homomorphism with a finite 
domain) his treatment of weak-unification. It is worth noticing that all the results of the 
previous ections hold both for substitutions and for homomorphisms, whilst in this sec- 
tion it is essential that we work with homomorphisms. We prove the existence of a most 
general weak-unifier and a most general co-weak-unifier, and we study the relationships 
between these notions and the supremum of two terms under the instantiation ordering. 
In this section if we speak of a term without further specification we mean a (possibly) 
infinite term, and when we speak of the supremum of two terms we mean the supremum 
taken in Ter °°. Similarly if we speak of a homomorphism without further specification, 
we mean a homomorphism on Ter ~°. Note that a homomorphism on Ter (i.e. a map 
or: V ~ Ter) is a particular case of a homomorphism on Ter ~ (i.e. a map ~: V ~ Ter~). 
DEFINITION 5.1. 1 A weak-unifier of a pair of terms (s, t) is a pair (0, 0/) of homo- 
morphisms on Ter such that Os = O~t; 
2 A a-weak-uni f ier  of a pair of terms (s,t) is a pair (0,0') of homomorphisms on 
Ter ~ such that 0s = 0~t. 
DEFINITION 5.2. Let (0, 0') and (~r, ~r') be two pairs of homomorphisms. 
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1 (0, 0') is more general than (z, a'), notation (0, 0') _< (a, z'), iff there exists a ho- 
momorphism 7 such that 70 = o- and 7ff = o'q Notice that _< is a preorder. 
2 A pair (0, if) of homomorphisms on Ter is a most general weak-unifier of (s, t) iff 
it is a weak-unifier of (s, t) and it is more general than any other weak-unifier of 
(s,t). 
3 A pair (0, if) of homomorphisms on Ter °° is a most general c~-weak-unifier of 
(s, t) iff it is a oo-weak-unifier of (s, t) and it is more general than any other 
~-weak-unif ier of (s, t). 
Note that the above defintions make sense for any pair of terms, either finite or infinite. 
We denote by MGWU(s ,  t) the set of all most general weak-unifiers of (s,t)  and by 
~z - MGWU(s ,  t) the set of all most general c~-weak-unifiers of (s, t). 
Definition 5.2.1. is the one of Bander (1991), except that Bander considers only finite 
terms and[ substitutions on Ter. We recall that a renaming is an injective map a: V ~ V. 
Since in this section we allow infinite domains, a renaming is not necessarily bijective. 
REMARK 5.3. 1 If (0, 0') is a weak-unifier of (s, t) and (0, 0') _< (c~, o"), then (z, cr') 
is a weak-unifier of (s, t). 
2 If (0, 0') is a oo-weak-unifier of (s, t) and (0, 0') _< (a, a'), then (a, ~') is a oo-weak- 
unifier of (s, t). 
3 (a, ,3) is more general than any other pair of homomorphisms iff a and f are 
renamings with disjoint images (i.e. {az I z E V} N {fz I z E V} = 0). 
4 Two renamings with disjoint images have infinite domains. 
5 The: pair (id, id) is not a most general pair of homomorphisms (whilst it is a most 
general pair under the definition in Eder (1985)). 
Point 3 gives a motivation for allowing infinite domains. Next proposition shows that 
co-weak-unification coincides with ~-unif icat ion if we consider pairs of terms with 
disjoint sets of variables. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let a: V --* V and f: V -* V be renamings such that Vat(as) N 
Vat(f  t):= 0. Then: 
1 (~s, ft)  is unifiable iff (s, t) is weakly-unifiable; 
2 (~'.,, ft)  is ~-unif iable ig(s,t) is oo-weakly-unifiable. 
PROOF. We prove 2, the proof of 1. being analogous. If 5 oz-unifies (c~s,ft), then the 
pair of homomorphisms (ha, 5f) is a co-weak-unifier of (s, t). 
Conversely let (s, t) be oo-weakly-unifiable. Since c~ and/3 are renamings, (as, fit) is 
also ~-weakly-unif iable. So let (0, 0') be a ~-weak-unif ier of (as, ft). Since Var(c~s) 
is disjoint from Var(ft), we can define 5 by: 5x = Ox for x e Var(o~s), 5x = O'x for 
x e Var(flt), 5x is arbitrary for x ~ Var(as, ~t). Then 5as = Oas = O'~t = 6t3t, and 5 is 
the desired ~-uni f ier .  [] 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Let Vat(s)N Vat( t )= O. 
1 I f s  andt  are finite terms, 5 is a most general unifier o f (s , t ) ,  and r-=- 5s = St, 
then r is a finite term and r E SUP(s , t ) ;  
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2 I f6  is a most general co-unif ier o f (s , t )  and r = 5s = 6t, then r E SUP(s , t ) ;  
where the supremum is taken with respect o the instantiation ordering on Ter °° (which 
extends the one on Ter). 
PROOF. We prove 2, the proof of 1 being analogous. Let r I >_ s, t. We must show that 
r I > r. Let (r, a '  be such that r I = as = alt. Since Vat(s) V) Vat(t) = q}, we can choose 
a, a ~ such that (r / = a. So r / = ~rs = at. Being 6 a most general oo-uni f ier  of (s,t),  there 
exists a homomorphism 7 such that ~ = 75. Therefore r I = 7r. [] 
The above proposition fails in case s and t share some variable. In fact, let s = f (x ,  y) 
and t = f (z ,  x). The term f (x ,  x), obtained by a most general unifier of f (x ,  y) and 
f (z ,  x), is not a supremum of (s, t). In fact a supremum of s and t must have the form 
f (u,  v) where u and v are distinct variables (and can be obtained by a most general weak 
unifier). Note that it may happen that the supremum (taken in Ter °°) of two finite terms 
s and t is not a finite term. This happen exactly when (s, t) is co-weakly-unif iable,  but 
not weakly-unifiable. 
THEOREM 5.6. Let s and t be two terms. 
1 f f  (s,t)  is co-weakly-unifiable, then there exists a most general co-weak-unif ier 
(0,01) of (s,t) .  
P I f  (8, 01) E oo - MGWU(s ,  t) and r = Os = 01t, then r E SUP(s ,  t). 
3 I f r  E SUP(s ,  t), then there exists (8, 8 I) E oo -MGWU(s ,  t) such that r = Os = ~lt. 
PROOF. 1. By Remark 5.3, there exists a most general pair of homomorphisms (a,/3). 
By Proposit ion 5.4, (as,/3t,) is co-unif iable.  Let 5 be a co -mgu of (as, fit). Obviously 
(ha, 5/?) is a co-weak-unif ier of (s, t). To show that (6o 4 5/3) is most general, assume that 
(or, r) is another weak-unifier of (s, t). Since (a,/3) is a most general pair of homomor-  
phisms, there exists A such that cr = Aa and r = Aft. Now Aas = c~s = rt = A/3t, so 
A is a unifier of (as,/3t). Since 5 is most general, there exists 7 such that A = 75. Now 
o" = Aa = 75a and r = A/3 = 76fl. 
2. Assume (8, 8') E oo -MGWU(s ,  t) and r = 9s = 8% Then r > s, t. Suppose r '  > s, t. 
We must show r '  > r. Let 5, 5' be such that r' = 5s = 6% Since (8, 8') E CO-MGWU(s ,  t) 
there exists 7 such that 78 = 5 and 7~ I = 61 . Thus r / = 5s = 70s = 7r, so that r I > r. 
Hence (6~, 5/3) < (,~, ~-). 
3. Assume r E SUP(s,  t). Let a and /3 be renamings with disjoint images such that 
Vat(r) is disjoint from the images of a and/3, i.e. Var(r)M({axlx E Y}U{f lz]z  E Y}) = 0. 
Since r E SUP(s ,  t), we can find two homomorphisms 8, ~1 such that 
(a )  r = 0s  = e ' t ,  
(b) if x ~ Var(s), then ~x = az ,  
(c) if x ¢~ Vat(t), then ~'x =/3x.  
To show that (8, 8 I) is a most general co-weak-unif ier of (s, t), let (o-, a/) be any 
co-weak-unif ier of (s, t). We must show that there exists 7 such that a = 78 and ~r / = 7~ ~. 
Let r I = as = cdt. Since r E SUP(s ,  t), r / = 7r  for some homomorphism 7. Since Var(r) 
is disjoint from {axlx  E V} U {/3xix E V),  we can assume that for all x E V, -fax = ~rx 
and 7/~x = alx. To prove a = 78 we start with the observation that 7Os = 7r = r / = as, 
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so 70x = crx for all z e Var(s). On the other hand for any variable x ~ Var(s) we have 
70x = 7c~z = gz. Thus 70 = c~. The proof of 70 ~ = cr ~ is similar. [-1 
An entirely similar argument shows: 
THEOREM 5.7. Let s and t be two finite terms. 
1 /f  (s,t)  is weakly-unifiable, then there exists a most general weak-unifier (0,0') of 
(s,t). 
2 If (0, 0') E MGWU(s,  t) and r = Os = 0% then r E SUP(s, t). 
3 I f r  E SUP(s, t )  is a finite term, then there exists (0,0') E MGWU(s , t )  such that 
r =: Os = 0It. 
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